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Simon
Introduction
Simon is a clone of the memory game with the same name with additional features. Repeat the computer's sequence pushing the different pies of a given color and sound.
 The main points are :
?	 Different modes depending of the number of pies (up to 25).
?	 3 different game modes : common (play always the same suite for ever) , new (play a new suite each time), daily (play the same suite during the day).
?	 2 different sub modes : incremental (the number of steps are increasing and they are always starting the same), different (the number of steps are increasing but they are different at each new step)
?	 A two players mode.
?	 The ability to save your score and nickname for each modes.
?	 The sound is different for each pie and is corresponding each time to a real note (thus you could play music ...)
?	 There are different sounds used in the game (when you play, win, start ...)
?	 You can play with your fingers (if there are not too much pies)
?	 There are some configurable options
?	 There is a Startup and Final animation ;)
History
?	1.3: 
* The SIS is compatible with A92x devices (I previously made a mistake in the previous installation file)
?	1.2: 
* Adaptation to the phone's theme (the P900 Theme's background can be used, the colors of the buttons are the ones used in the other applications)
* A UIQ help is now included
* The SIS is compatible with UIQ20ProductID
* The application named is changed to "Simon" (it was "Anothertime" in P900 application List).
?	1.1: 
The scores are automatically saved when a new score is performed.
The preferences are also saved each time they are changed. Before This save was only done when exiting the program.
?	1.0: 
First release of the Game
Tips
Here are some tips about Simon:
?	If there are not too many sections on the pie, you can easily play the game only with your fingers. Use your thumb to push the pies and your index on the wheel to start the game and modify the volume.
?	If you scratch the plus and minus button at the bottom of the screen, it will increment or decrement the number of pies quicker than simply pushing the buttons.
?	Push the Stop Icon (at the centre) while the phone is making the demo to stop it and to play directly
?	Press the Jog wheel to start and stop or unpause the game. Go Up or Down to increment or decrement the volume
?	When the focus is lost (because of a phone call, or if you go to another application), the game is automatically paused if you were playing. When unpausing, you will start again the current step
?	All the sounds used in the game (except the tones) can be changed if you are not happy with the current ones. Simply replace the .wav files in the sound subdirectory of Simon with the ones you want. You should take some with a length quite equal to the original ones. You need a file manager to perform this operation. The location is there “\\system\\apps\\Simon\\Sounds\”
?	The start and final animation can finally be annoying. You can deactivate them from the Option menu. You can also make them quicker or slower by changing the number of steps (more steps = smoother but slower)
?	Restriction 1 : if one pie is quickly pushed more than 2 times, the sound may not be heard (because it did not have time to be preloaded). This does not mean that the push is not taken into account
?	Restriction 2 : A score better than 255 cannot be stored ... well, anyway, if you manage to get a score of 255, you might not be human ...
Options
From This Dialog, you can different options of Simon.
“Auto Push Enabled” : set this option to true and you will be able to push the same pie without raising the pen. (Default = false)
“Auto Push Delay” : This delay is expressed in 1/10 of seconds. It represents the time to wait (pushing the pie) before another push will be automatically generated. (Default = 5)
“Demo steps Delay” :This delay is expressed in 1/10 of seconds. It represents the time during the pie will be automatically pushed in demo mode (when playing the sequence you will have to reproduce) (Default = 5)
“Valid Push Delay” : With the  "Valid Push Delay" option rightly set (20 , for instance), you can fully play, moving your pen around on the pie, without raising it. This delay is expressed in 1/100 of seconds and it correspond to the minimum duration the pie needs to be pushed to be validated (Default = 0)
"Start-up anim" : set this option to false if you don’t want to have the start-up animation. (Default = true)
"Start-up nb steps" : The number of steps of the start-up animation (the less they are, the quicker will be the animation). (Default = 14)
"Shutdown anim" : set this option to false if you don’t want to have the shutdown animation. (Default = true)
"Shutdown nb steps" : The number of steps of the shutdown animation (the less they are, the quicker will be the animation). (Default = 16)
"Nb Volume steps" : The number of steps used for volume. Volume can be changes pressing the top left button or scrolling the Jog Dial (Default = 4)
"Pause before retry" : set this option to true and there will be an automatic pause before each retry (if you loose a stage) (Default = false)
"Use P900 Background" : set this option to true if you want to use the P900 theme’s background instead of Simon’s one. This has no effect on the P800. (Default = true)


